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UNCHR's 50th Anniversary film was impressive as was the ceremony. Having served as
Deputy High Commissioner from 1962-1965 and thereafter as High Commissioner for 12
years (surely a longevity record) it brought back poignant memories.

I was interested to note, however, that none of the previous High Commissioners - except for
the League's Fridtjof Nansen - were acknowledged inspite of the fact that seven of them
headed the Office from December 1950 ro November 1990 when scenes of the most dramatic
refugee crises were shown.

I cannot believe that Mrs. Ogata viewed the final product before it was screened at the Forces
Motrices. She would have certainly reacted to this regrettable lacuna.

As it is, the film gave the impression, in part because of the widespread coverage given to
Mrs. Ogata's remarkable field trips that she singlehandedly shouldered a 50 year burden,
something surely beyond human capability.

Jean-Pierre Hocke, Thorvald Stoltenberg and I were grateful to Swiss T.V.'s anchor Jean-
Philippe Rapp for mentioning our names when the great candle was lit outside by Mrs Ogata
and Mr. Lubbers. Later on, many of the guests including a number of diplomats, Swiss
officials and journalists asked me why no reference was made to past High Commissioners -
including three from Switzerland - or why the three living High Commissioners seated
amongst the public refrained from turning up on stage to congratulate their outgoing and
incoming colleagues. Perhaps you could provide an answer.

The 50th Anniversary of such a great institution as UNHCR should not be confused with the
legitimate tribute extended to an admirable High Commissioner or to the welcoming of her
successor. The film and the ceremony would have gained in credibility and distinction if
those in charge had borne this in mind.
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